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Machinery. To copy otherwisa, or to rapublish, requiraa a fea andlor specific permission. These two source functions may seem to be compl~-cated, but if we draw dependence graph that they produce (see Figure 2 , only axes p and q are shown), we will see that they encode elegant and relatively simple value flow pattern.
We think that dependence relations have the following advantages comparing to LWTs/quasts:
q If we want to know, under which condition a given LWT leaf is valid, we need to build and simplify a conjunction of conditions from nodes on the path from this leaf to the LWT root. Since conditions on the ELSE branches of the tree are negated, we end up having disjunction of conjunctions of con- Figure 6 ). It means that quast may contain non-affine functions, On the other hand, all expressions in the dependence relations are atline, because integer division is represented using wildcard variables.
Computing affine approximations of non-affine de pendence relations, we encounter a situation when a single read instance is dependent on several write instances (see Section 5) and therefore the relation between read and write instances is not a function anymore and can not be represented as LWT.
However, it still can be represented as a dependence relation.
Computing value-based dependence efficiently.
Computing value-based dependence is currently considered (by many people) to be too slow and inefficient to be used in production compilers.
As we think one of the reasons of existing techniques inefficiency is that they treat all the statement instances that write to array in question as having the same chance to be source of a given read. However, since we are looking for a statement inst ante which most recently hit the memory location read by a read statement, we can expect that write statement instances which are lexicographically closer to the read in iteration space are more likely to be sources of read data.
Having this in mind, we decided to compute the source function for a given read statement starting with write statements which are lexicographically closer to this read statement, and then proceeding to the more and more distant statements, while keeping track of instances of read statement already covered by writes.
When all read statement instances are covered, we can stop and not test for dependence from other writes to the read.
For example, let's consider a program in Figure l (a).
Using our algorithm, we are able to compute the dependence relations
(1) and (2) not using information about references to XRSIQ other than in statements SO, S1, Sz. These other references do exist, and not having to prove that dependence from them to S1 and Sz are false dependence improves the performance of dependence analysis.
Or, let's consider another example in Figure l 
We are able to prove this not examining statement instances which precede S1 [i, j] , that is, instances
and statements other than S1, .... S14 referencing the array XL.
1~it IF statement with non-afline condition is removed from stat ement S1e to make the example more simple, however our techniques work even if this statement is present. is non-afhne function.
Assuming that loop-carried dependence from S1 to S2 exist they can not parallelize loops i and j.
We can prove that both dependence are loopindependent by using techniques described in Section 5.
Definitions
Notation used is summarized in Figure 4 . The PIP algorithm simplifies this to the quast in the right column of Figure 6 . Our algorithm for computing lexicographical maximum (see Section A. 1) simplifies (5) to the dependence relation:
In the 2nd conjunct of this relation i is not expressed as 
4
Lazy dependence analysis
In Figure 7 we present the algorithm which computes value-based dependence for a given read reference. Dependence graph for the whole program is built by applying the algorithm to every read reference of every statement. We use lower and upper bound on dependence in the following way:
q When we have to report non-a ffine dependence, we actually report upper bound on this dependence. So we add minimal number of dependence to make dependence relation affine.
q When computing what was covered by a write statement, we replace non-a fllne dependence with lower bound on it, because we can not be sure that any dependence between lower and upper bound really exist and cover read instances, and we know that dependence in the lower bound definitely exist.
q We do not compute mof the relations that contain afBne approximations of constraints. It can not be done because we do not know exactly which statement instances described by these approximations are really executed. Instead we assume that all statement instances that are described by the approximated affine constraint are involved in the dependence.
Doing so, we make dependence relation to bind many write statement inst antes to a read instance (instead of one). This is inevitable when affine approximations are used and this is the best we can do at the compile time. (9) Since their kill analysis in the worst case considers all write-killerread tm"ples, while we in the worst case consider only all write-read pairs, the kill analysis can be expensive. So they have incorporated our idea of keeping track of the read instances that were already covered by another dependence under the name of "partial covers". They combine the partial cover computation with their traditional kill analysis as described in [PW93a].
However, their approach is different from ours because they do not use RelMax< functions, instead they use the Presburger arithmetic (it can be described as our DNF package minus Rel Max< functions plus V and 3 quantifiers that can appear at any level of the formula) to perform the kill analysis equivalents of these operations.
They also use memory-based dependence to perform some quick kills as it was suggested in the earlier paper [PW92], while we do not need them at all, However, if need be, we can compute the memorybased dependence with ease. [PW93b] the authors describe their techniques for computing value-based dependence for non-a ffine program fragments.
Voevodin [Voe92b] suggests that the algorithm graph (that is, iteration space plus dependence) for nonaffine fragment should be extended to become afline, but he does not describe how this is achieved.
In [PW93b] the authors propose to compute upper and lower bounds on dependence.
However, their techniques can not prove that dependence from statement SI to Sz is not carried by loop i in Figure 3 (a). 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented the algorithm which computes exact value-based (data-flow) dependence for affine program fragments and good affine approximations of value-based dependence for non-a fiine program fragments.
The basic idea of the algorithm -to start searching for candidate writes in lexicographically close proximity of a read statement for which dependence is being computed, and to expand search space only if noncovered read inst antes remain -makes it both efficient and capable of handling non-a ffine subscript functions, loop bounds and conditions without slowing down.
It also makes dependence analysis insensitive to the program size. That is, the time spent by our algorithm does not depend on number of statements that write the array in question or on number of loops that surround read. The algorithm time depends, however, on how many writes reach the read and on how complicated the dependence relation is -both these characteristics are not a function of program size. In Figure 9 we present the algorithm to compute lexicographical maximum of relation which is not a function from read to write instances. The core of the algorithm is the function Problem Max< which finds mof a single conjunct. The result is a DNF that establishes relation between maximized variables w and input parameters r. Here we demonstrate how our algorithm computes the result of (5):
Parameters of the algorithm are: w = (i, j), m =2, r=(kf, IV, k), n=3, p=(O~i~MAO~j~~A2~=k).
To get upper bounds on i we project away j and find two upper bounds on i:
Replacing i~M with i= M, simplifying and adding the original problem we get the problem that describes when upper bound i~M. is reached:
Then to find conditions under which another upper bound on i is a maximum, we replace inequality 2i < k with 2i-1-cI = k A O~a <1. Simplifying, we get: On the 2nd iteration of loop 1 we maximize variable j considering i as an input variable. Both in pl and p2 the variable j is tlxed by equality, so these conjuncts go directly to the resulting DNF. Finally we obtain the dependence relation (6).
A.2 max< of two source functions
In Figure 10 we present the algorithm Rel N!ax2< to compute the lexicographical maximum of two source functions represented as dependence relations.
We consider every possible pair of conjuncts Sll c L1
and S12 G L2. 
After this we add inequality Aw = O to (10). Simplifying, we get that pm 1 = PWZ if qr=Pr-lA2~p,~npAl~irsmb.
Executing the recursive call to the RelMaxVar< we find that qw 1 = qw2 and therefore it's not clear yet which source function is greater. Going down one more level we get that iW1 = iw z. Being still undecided, we go one more level down and find that there are no more loop variables to compare. The source function L2 is then declared to be a maximum when (12) holds because S2>S1.
